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There is a radical shift in the way we interact post-pandemic. 

The working patterns are permanently disrupted and replaced 

with a new model, i.e., the Hybrid Model. The frequency of 

video meetings has shot up. The nature of meetings is defined 

as Hybrid Meeting.  



Hybrid Meeting is a new normalcy. 98% of the meetings 

include at least one person attending remotely. So, to ensure 

productive hybrid meetings, natural face-to-face and 

immersive meeting experiences have to be created. This needs 

remarkable technology. 



We at Bird AI reimagined the meeting room vide collaboration 

technology. Bird Hub bridges the gap between the in-person 

and remote meeting participants providing high-quality 

inclusive video meetings experiences with a powerful content 

collaboration system and integrated touch interactivity. 

Rise of Hybrid 
meetings
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Bird Hub is a productivity solution for meeting rooms and hybrid work spaces. Its usage

in a workplace increases the efficiency of the organization exponentially. This palm-sized

device is convenient to use in meeting rooms as well as in small huddle spaces. With its

in-built computer, whiteboarding tools, wireless casting, intelligent camera and mic,

Bird Hub is a device that promotes productive and effective working environment.

AI-Powered Video Conferencing & 
Content Collaboration Solution

All-in-one
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 All-in-one Integrated Solution: Competencies of multiple components 

like a camera, microphone and collaboration system are put into a single 

device, making it an integrated video conferencing solution. The powerful 

processor makes it easy to launch and conduct the meeting without any 

external laptop or PC.

 Simple & Easy to use:  Being compact and easy to use, Bird Hub makes 

working on any display effortless. Its UI is user friendly yet effective, 

enabling engaging sessions at a workplace

 Inclusive Collaboration Experience:  Superior 4K camera with AI 

capability and four acoustic beamforming noise cancellation MEMS 

microphone array give an inclusive experience to remote participants by 

auto-framing the speaker. The in-built AiCanvas software offers an online 

whiteboard that acts as a real-time content collaboration system.

 Cost Effective: Bird Hub is a simple device with multiple features that 

make a workplace more productive. Considering the ratio of its cost to its 

performance, it is easy to deploy on a larger scale for an organization.

Benefits
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Bird Hub has the easiest set-up 

process. You don’t need to drill a hole 

into the wall. It is mounted on the TV/

display unit with a simple Kensington 

lock. The uncomplicated clip-on 

locking mechanism fixes Bird Hub 

firmly on the top of the TV. The device 

can be instantly calibrated with a few 

taps on the screen with a stylus, and 

you are all set to use the powerful 

video conferencing system. 

Hassle Free Set-up

Bird Hub is made with a unique technology that 

integrates the touch capability with a video 

conferencing device. It stands as the best user’s 

choice because it doesn’t need any touchpad 

controller to launch the meeting. The touch 

interface obtained on the TV enables you to start a 

meeting and control it effortlessly. The touch 

interactivity cuts down the cost of extra 


investment on the touchpad controller. 

Integrated Touch Controller
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 Ambient Mode : It is always an embarrassing moment for the facilitator to enter the login credentials in the meeting room in front of other 

participants. Bird AI has developed an exclusive and innovative solution for overcoming the problem. You can create a special ambient card on 

your mobile by scheduling the meeting on the Bird AI website before entering the meeting room. The Ambient card consists of a QR code. As soon 

as you enter the meeting room, select an option to scan the QR code, and the system displays all your meeting details and recognizes the video-

conferencing application. Verify the details and launch the meeting from your favourite application.

 USB Mode : The Bird Hub is a standalone device, but it supports BYOM. You need to connect the Bird Hub device toyour personal laptop with an 

USB cable, and it is set to use. You can access the touch control, camera, microphones of the device on the TV, and you can launch the meeting 

from your laptop. 

Get Started with Video Meeting in Seconds
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The key components of the VC solution are its camera and microphone. The superior 4K camera broadcasts crystal-clear and bright contrasting 

images. The camera is complemented with ambient light sensing technology to enhance the image quality in low light conditions. The ultra-wide 120 

FOV of the camera captures the entire meeting room. Four acoustic beamforming noise-cancelling MEMS microphone array airs the crisp voice of the 

speaker. 

An Outstanding Video Conferencing Experience 

4K Camera 
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Auto framing helps track the audience in room, and adjusts the best frame for all the participants by tracking the participants who are entering and 

leaving the meeting room.  HDR technology automatically adjusts to help you look professional in any lighting environment, including low light, direct 

sunlight, or high contrast lighting.

AI-powered Immersive Video Experiences   

Normal VC camera 

experience

Bird Vision Intelligence

Detects people in the room, and 
automatically adjusts the zoom so no 
one gets left out of the picture

Auto Framing

Lack visual cues like facial 
expressions ect as they transmit just 
pixels

With On-device AI powered neural 
processing engine

+
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Bird Hub supports all applications on the


device. The team as a whole can connect over Video


Conferencing applications like Zoom, Teams and


Slack conveniently. This enables a seamless


communication and knowledge transfer. With the


functionality of being able to download applications


just like one does on a laptop/PC, you can view your


meeting list with Bird Hub, making it easy to


stay on top of your upcoming appointments and


join meetings with push of a single button.


Bird Hub enables the team to ideate using tools


such as Trello, Miro, OneDrive.

Integration with other tools
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The Bird Hub captures an excellent voice quality. 

The four beamforming MEMS microphone array can 

suppress the background noise and broadcast 

exclusively the speaker’s voice. The remote 

participants don’t miss any conversation, and you 

can avoid the knowledge loss that happens in a 

typical video conferencing solution. 

Echo Cancellation and Noise 
Suppression 
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Meeting rooms no longer need long running cables or huge


projectors, Bird Hub enables wireless casting for an effective


session. The presentation can be shared onto the screen even when


sitting at the farthest end of the room. The laptop/PC will be paired


with the screen that Bird Hub is mounted on. The screen can be


controlled with the laptop that is paired with it.

Hassle free connectivity

with Wireless Casting

Screen 

Mirroring
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The AiCanvas allows the complete team


to work on one canvas even when


remotely located. It provides a URL link


that one can scan to access content. It


enables distributed teams to work


effectively together. They can run


brainstorming sessions and workshops


to increase productivity. AiCanvas also


facilitates planning and designing new


products and projects by bringing all


teams together on one board.

Online Whiteboard for 
Real-time Content 
Collaboration 

Bird Hub will make presentations and meetings


engaging and productive by providing assistive tools.


Team members will be able to ideate, annotate and


share opinions on the slides which can be recorded


and shared for future reference.

Visually Annotate,

Add Images & Files



*All specifications are subject to change without notice
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Power cable, Power Adapter, Micro USB cable, HDMI 
connector, Air Mouse

Power cable, Power Adapter, Type C USB cable, HDMI 
cable, HDMI connector, Air Mouse

Accessories (Standard)

HDMI, USB 3.0, USB 2.0, Micro SD, DC In, Micro USB, LAN, 
Wi-Fi, Bluetooth 4.0

HDMI, USB 3.0,Micro SD, DC In, LAN, USB TypeC, Wi-Fi, 
Bluetooth 4.0

Connectivity

5VPower Requirement

-Built-in Airplay & Miracast support in Android Windows 
and macOS

Wireless Screen Cast & 
Document Upload

-Ability to download apps°Built-in PlayStore

-3.2 GHz Hex (6) Core 64 bit processor with 4GB Ram & 16 
GB onboard storage expandable up to 128 GB

Built-in Computer

Share notes through QR codeEasy Sharing

AiCanvas (Windows only) with live collaborationBuilt-in AiCanvas with live collaborationWhiteboard Suite

4-Mic Array with Adaptive Beamformer, Full-duplex Acoustic Echo Cancellation (AEC) with barge-in support                  
(upto 50dB att.) De-reverberation, noise suppression (upto 15dB att.), Automatic Gain Control (AGC)

Integrated Voice DSP Features

VAD (Voice Activity Detection) and DOA (Direction of Arrival)Microphone FeaturesMicrophone

5m Radius Voice Capture Voice Capture Distance

Mic Array of 4 MEMS MicrophonesBuilt-in Microphone

High Dynamic Range Function, Excellent Low Illumination, Automatic Exposure Control, Automatic White Balance Control Advanced features

2.0µm x 2.0µm Pixel Size

Camera 120°Field of View

4K (8 MP)Resolution

Ubuntu, Windows and macOSCross Platform Support (BYOD)

Super-Capacitive technology, No Consumables, 3 minutes charging time via USBStylus Power Requirements

Automatic & Manual CalibrationCalibration Technology

120 FPS (can be extended upto 200 FPS) & 195 million dots/sec
Tracking Speed & Response 
time

830nm +/-20 & 650nm +/-20 dual band tracking technology (Visible and IR bands)
Ambient Light Resistance 
Technology

+/-2pxAccuracy

10 on Android, 255 on Windows in USB ModeSimultaneous Input Points

EyeRIS® 3-D	Dual-band Optical
Interactive Camera 
(Touchscreen experience)

36" - 86"Display Size Support

Bird Hub LXBird Hub

BirdHub Specifications



For more information



Visit us: www.birdai.com

Write to us: hello@birdai.com

Address



Delhi NCR: B 1106, iThum Tower, Sector 62, Noida, 201301, Ph: +91 (0)120 4218662

Bangalore: 1290, Sector 7, HSR Layout, 560102, India, Ph: +91 (0)888 474 3388

Great Collaboration Experiences, Anywhere. 

Enterprise | Education | Consumer


